
Development of Multilingual Acoustic Models inthe GlobalPhone ProjectTanja Schultz and Alex WaibelInteractive Systems LaboratoriesUniversit�at Karlsruhe, Carnegie Mellon Universityftanja,ahwg@ira.uka.deAbstract. This paper describes our recent e�ort in developing the Glob-alPhone recognizer for multilingual large vocabulary continuous speech.This project investigates LVCSR systems in 15 languages, namely Ara-bic, Chinese (Mandarin and Wu), Croatian, English, French, German,Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, andTurkish. Based on �ve languages we developed a global phoneme setand built multilingual speech recognizer by variing the method of acous-tic model combination. Context dependent phoneme models are createdusing questions about languages and language groups. Results of a mul-tilingual system which can handle �ve languages are presented.1 IntroductionAs the demand for speech recognition systems in multiple languages grows, thedevelopment of multilingual systems which combine the phonetic inventory ofall languages into one single acoustic model set is of increasing importance. Thebene�ts of such an approach are:1. Reduced complexity of systems by sharing models and parameters2. Integrated language identi�cation as for example described in [1] and [2]3. Bootstrapping systems for new languages with limited adaptation data [3],[4].Combining acoustic models requires the de�nition of multilingual phonetic in-ventories. Previous systems with combined acoustic phonetic models have beenlimited to context independent modeling. For the monolingual case context de-pendent modeling is proven to increase recognition performance signi�cantly.Such improvements from context dependence extend naturally to the multilin-gual setting, but the use of context dependent models raises the question ofhow to construct a robust, compact, and e�cient multilingual model set. Weapply a polyphon tree based clustering procedure to make the decision of modelsharing across languages data driven. Questions about language and languagegroups are introduced to the linguistic motivated question set and the resultingdecision tree is analysed.For our experiments we use the GlobalPhone database which is briey de-scribed in the �rst section of this paper. In the second part we introduce themultilingual acoustic context modeling. The last section gives results for themonolingual and di�erent multilingual speech engines.



2 The GlobalPhone DatabaseFor the development of the multilingual recognition systems we use our recentlycollected GlobalPhone database. The current status of the database is describedin table 1. In each language about 100 speakers were asked to read 20 min-utes of political and economic articles from a national newspaper in their nativelanguage. Their speech was recorded in o�ce quality, with a close-talking mi-crophone. Up to now we collected 233 hours of spoken speech from about 1300speakers in total. The (+spk)-sign in the table indicates that the data collectionfor this language is still ongoing. The corpus is fully transcribed including spon-taneous e�ects like false starts and hesitations. Further details of the GlobalPhonedatabase are given in [5].Language #speakers #utterances speech [hrs] #words vocabularyArabic 100 u.w. 20 u.w. u.w.Croatian (+30) 83 4019 14 106K 20KJapanese 121 9785 25 204K 23KKorean 100 6868 18 80K 40KMandarin 132 9103 28 250K 12KPortuguese (+50) 74 6726 17 126K 6KRussian (+50)100 10229 20 155K 22KSchwedish 100 u.w. 20 u.w. u.w.Spanish 100 6866 22 176K 21KTamil 49 u.w. 12 u.w. u.w.Turkish 100 6872 17 112K 16KWu 40 3000 10 80K 8KGerman (+80) 19 3300 10 47K 10KTable 1. The GlobalPhone Database (u.w.=under way)For training and testing we use Croatian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, andTurkish data. The test set consists of 100 utterances per language. Because ofthe currently limited corpus size of about 80K to 250K spoken words, we arenot able to estimate reliable LVCSR n-gram models. This results in high out-of-vocabulary rates. Since we focus on acoustic modeling here and want to makeword error rates comparable across languages, we restricted the OOV-rate inthe case of Croatian, Korean, Spanish, and Turkish to 0.0% by including all testwords into the language model as monograms with small probabilities. In theselanguages we de�ned a 10K test dictionary by supplementing the test word setwith the most frequently seen training words.3 Multilingual Acoustic ModelingFor multilingual speech recognition we intend to share acoustic models of similarsounds across languages. Similarities of sounds are documented in internationalphonetic inventories like Sampa, Worldbet, or IPA [6], which classify sounds



based on phonetic knowledge. On the other hand data-driven methods are pro-posed for example in [7], [8]. In our work we introduce a data-driven procedurefor multilingual context dependent modeling.3.1 Monolingual Baseline SystemsFor baseline we developed �ve monolingual LVCSR systems applying our fastcrosslingual bootstrap technique. For each language the resulting engine consistsof a fully continuous 3-state HMM system with 1500 polyphone models. EachHMM-state is modeled by one codebook which contains a mixture of 16 Gaussiandistributions with a 24 dimensional feature space. 16 cepstra, power, and their�rst and second derivatives are calculated from the 16kHz sampled input speech.Mean subtraction is applied. The number of features is reduced to 24 coe�cientsby computing a linear discriminant analysis.3.2 Global Phoneme SetPhonemes [Worldbet] KO SP CR TU JAPn,m,s,l,tS,p,b,t,d,g,k,i,e,o X X X X X 14f,j,z X X X Xr,u X X X XdZ X X X X 6a X X XS X X Xh X X X4 X X X 4~n,x,L X XA X XN X XV,Z X Xy,7 X Xts X X 10p',t',k',dZ',s',oE,oa,4i,uE,E,^,i^,u^,iu,ie,io,ia X 17D,G,T,V,r(,ai,au,ei,eu,oi,a+,e+,i+,o+,u+ X 15palatal c, palatal d X 2ix, weichzeichen X 2?,Nq,V[,A:,e:,i:,o:,4: X 8Monolingual phonemesP = 170 40 40 30 29 31Multilingual phonemes 78Table 2. IPA-based phoneme classes [Worldbet notation]Based on the phonetic inventory of the monolingual systems we de�ned aglobal phoneme set for the �ve languages Croatian, Japanese, Korean, Spanishand Turkish. Sounds which are represented by the same IPA symbol share one



common phoneme class. The resulting phoneme set is shown in table 2 in World-bet notation. Over all it consists of 78 phonemes plus a silence and two noisemodels for spontaneous speech e�ects. 14 models are shared across all �ve lan-guages, but half of the set consists of mono-phonemes belonging to only one ofthe �ve languages.3.3 Multilingual Context ModelingUsing the global phoneme set we built two di�erent multilingual systems. In the�rst system ML5-mix we combined all acoustic models of the same phonemeclass without preserving any information about to which language the modelbelongs. The context independent base system therefore consists of 78 languageindependent phoneme models plus 3 silence/noise models. In the second multi-lingual system ML5-tag each of the 78 phonemes get a language tag attached inorder to preserve the language information, which results in a base system with170 language dependent phoneme models plus 3 silence/noise models.
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Fig. 1. Analysis of language questionsTo achieve context dependent phoneme models we apply a decision tree clus-tering procedure which uses an entropy based distance measure, de�ned over themixture weights of the codebooks, and a question set which consists of linguisticmotivated questions about the phonetic context of a phoneme model. Duringclustering, the question which gives the highest entropy gain is selected whensplitting the tree node according to this question. After reaching the prede�nednumber of polyphones the splitting procedure ends. We enhanced this clusteringroutine to the multilingual case by introducing questions about the languageand language groups to which a phoneme belongs. Therefore the decision if



phonetic context information is more important than language information be-comes data driven. To analyse the importance of the language questions duringthe polyphone clustering procedure we calculated the sum of entropy gain overthe number of splitted polyphones plotted in �gure 1. The curve "sum of allquestions" gives the over all entropy gain of all questions, whereas the curve"phonetic context questions" shows the entropy gain belonging to phonetic ques-tions but not to language questions. Comparing both sums indicates that majorparts of the entropy loss results from language questions therefore these ques-tions are much more important than questions about the phonetic context. Theother �ve curves give the relevance of questions belonging to only one language.It is shown that questions about Korean and Turkish are more important thanthose of the other languages, and also arise much earlier during the splittingprocess which indicates that in our database Korean and Turkish models arede�nitely di�erent from Spanish, Croatian and Japanese models.In summary one can say that the language information plays a signi�cant partin creating context dependent models. From �gure 1 it can be concluded that amultilingual system with more than 1500 models consists of mainly monolingualmodels.4 Multilingual LVCSR SystemBased on the above described methods we built three multilingual systems, twotagged and one mixed system. TheML5-tag75 system consists of the same modelsize (7500 models) compared to the �ve monolingual system (5x1500 models).System ML5-tag3 is a tagged system with only 3000 models whereas ML5-mixis a mixed system with 3000 models. Figure 2 compares the performance of the
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